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P.E. Gill, W. Murray and M.H. Wright, Numerical Linear Algebra and Optimiza- 
tion, Volume 1 (Addison-Wesley, Redwood City, CA, 1991) 426 pages 
Chapter 1: Introduction. Chapter 2: Linear Algebra Background. Definitions and operations (Vectors. 
Matrices. Matrices with special structure). Vector spaces (Linear dependence and independence. Range 
and null spaces. Singular and nonsingular matrices). Eigenvalues and singular values (Eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. The singular value decomposition). Norms (Vector norms. Matrix norms). Chapter 3: 
Computation and Condition. Measures of closeness (Error measurements. Order notation). The effects 
of finite precision (Floating-point representation. Arithmetic operations. Cancellation error. Solving a 
quadratic equation). Condition of a mathematical problem. Computable measures of goodness. Error 
analysis (Forward error analysis. Backward error analysis). Condition of a linear system (Condition of 
a nonsingular matrix. Revelations of the singular value decomposition). Chapter 4: Linear Equations. 
Overview. Triangular linear systems (The meaning of triangular form (Permutation matrices. Triangular 
forms). Solving a lower-triangular system). Gaussian elimination (Reduction to upper-triangular form. 
The LU factorization (Calculation of the LU factors. Connection with Gaussian elimination). Using 
triangular factors to solve Ax= b). Pivoting (The need for pivoting (Row interchanges. Accumulation 
of row interchanges). Pivoting strategies (The effect of small pivots. Partial pivoting)). Applications of 
error analysis (Forming the inner product. Computed matrix-vector products. Solving a triangular 
system. Error analysis of Gaussian elimination). Properties of the computed solution. Using the inverse 
matrix (Computing the inverse. Solving a linear system with the computed inverse). Block elimination 
and factorization. Symmetric matrices (Taking advantage of symmetry. The Cholesky factorization. Fac- 
torization of symmetric indefinite matrices (The LBLT factorization. Block elimination. Direct fac- 
torization. Pivoting strategies. Complete and partial pivoting. Computing the factorization. Calculating 
the inertia of A)). Orthogonal triangularization (Householder transformations. The QR factorization. 
Solving the linear system). Introduction to updating (The meaning of updating. Rank-one modification; 
the Sherman-Morrison formula. Selective annihilation (Plane rotations. Stabilized elementary transfor- 
mations. Sweeps). The QR factorization. The LU factorization (Updating the elimination form. Up- 
dating the LU factorization). A numerical example). Chapter 5: Compatible Systems. Beyond 
nonsingular systems. Matrices with full rank (Full row rank. Full column rank). Background 
(Characterization of a solution. Transformation to rank-revealing form. Condition of a general matrix 
(The pseudoinverse. The generalized condition number)). Triangular rank-revealing form (The LU fac- 
torization (Reduction to upper-triangular form. A condensed LU factorization. Normalized triangular 
matrices). The QR factorization. Solving a triangular rank-revealing system (A generic approach. Using 
the LU factorization. Using the QR factorization)). The minimum-length solution (A formal representa- 
tion. The LU factorization. The QR factorization (Using the QR factors of A. Using the QR factors of 
AT). The complete orthogonal factorization). The singular value decomposition. Condition of a com- 
patible system. Estimation of numerical rank (The difficulty of defining numerical rank. The singular 
value decomposition. Triangular factorizations. The effect of rank-estimation strategies). Chapter 6: 
Linear Least Squares. Background. Formulation of a least-squares problem (A model of happiness. 
Definition of a least-squares problem). Properties of the least-squares solution (Characterization of the 
optimal residual. Changes in the right-hand side). The normal equations. Orthogonal transformation 
(Motivation. The QR factorization). The minimum-length least-squares solution (A formal representa- 
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tion. The LU factorization. The QR factorization. The complete orthogonal factorization. The singular 
value decomposition). Condition of the least-squares problem (Perturbations in the right-hand side. Per- 
turbations in the matrix). Range and null spaces (Rank-retaining factorizations. The singular value 
decomposition. The QR and complete orthogonal factorizations. The LU factorization). Projections 
(Projection onto a subspace. Projections associated with A. Computation of projections (Projections of 
a vector. Projections obtained from orthonormal bases)). Chapter 7: Linear Constraints I: Linear Pro- 
gramming. Introduction. Formulating a linear program (The portfolio problem. Formulation as a linear 
program). Linear functions (The normal vector. Contour plots. One-dimensional variation. 
Boundedness). Linear equality constraints (Feasible points. Feasible directions). Linear inequality con- 
straints (Feasible points. Active and inactive constraints. Feasible directions. The step to the nearest con- 
straint. Vertices). Optimality for equality constraints (Feasible descent directions. Derivation of 
optimality conditions). Optimality for inequality constraints (Feasible descent directions. Farkas’ lemma 
(The easy parts. Complications of linear dependence. The separating hyperplane theorem. Completion 
of the proof of Farkas’ lemma). Summary of optimality conditions. Vertex minimizers (Existence of a 
vertex minimizer. Results about uniqueness. A small example)). Linear programs with mixed constraints 
(Form of mixed constraints. Optimality conditions for mixed constraints. Definition of standard form 
(Transformation to standard form. Properties of standard form. Optimality conditions for standard 
form)). Finding a feasible point (Formulation of a phase-l linear program. Adding a single artificial 
variable to inequality form. Minimizing the sum of infeasibilities. Phase 1 for standard form). Duality 
(Equality constraints. Standard form. All-inequality constraints. Relations between the primal and dual 
(Dual degeneracy. The duality gap. Feasibility and boundedness)). Chapter 8: The Simplex Method. 
Background. Linear programs in inequality form (Motivation for a simplex step. Definition of the 
simplex method. An example of the simplex method. Termination of the simplex method). Degeneracy 
(Degeneracy and the simplex method. Cycling. Anti-cycling techniques). Linear programs in standard 
form (Basic and nonbasic variables. Motivation for the standard-form simplex method (Specialization 
of the generic algorithm. Derivation in terms of basic and nonbasic variables. Steps of the standard-form 
simplex method). Summary of the standard-form simplex method. An example of the standard-form 
simplex method. Standard-form simplex tableaus (Dictionaries. Constructing a full tableau. Updating a 
full tableau. Finding an initial tableau). Solving the dual problem). Non-simplex active-set methods 
(Motivation for an active-set strategy. Finding a null-space descent direction. Steepest-descent null-space 
directions. Definition of a non-simplex method. A non-simplex example). Solving a phase-l linear pro- 
gram (Using a single artificial variable in inequality form. Minimizing the sum of infeasibilities in ine- 
quality form. Temporary bounds (Creation of temporary bounds. Deletion of temporary bounds. An 
example of temporary bounds). Standard-form phase-l problems (Creating an all-artificial basis. Speci- 
fying an initial basis)). Complexity of the simplex method (Measurements of performance. Behavior of 
the simplex method). 
Jiri Adamek, Foundations of Coding: Theory and Applications of Error-Correcting 
Codes with an Introduction to Cryptography and Information Theory (Wiley, 
Chichester, 1991) 336 pages 
PART 1: CODING AND INFORMATION THEORY. Chapter 1: Coding and Decoding. Coding. Unique 
decoding. Block codes and instantaneous codes. Some important block codes. Construction of instan- 
taneous codes. Kraft’s inequality. McMillan’s theorem. Chapter 2: Huffman Codes. Information source. 
Huffman codes. Construction of binary Huffman codes. Example. Construction of general Huffman 
codes. Chapter 3: Data Compression and Entropy. An example of data compression. The idea of en- 
tropy. The definition of entropy. An example. Maximum and minimum entropy. Extensions of a source. 
Entropy and average length. Shannon’s noiseless coding theorem. Closing remarks. Chapter 4: Reliable 
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Communication Through Unreliable Channels. Binary symmetric channels. Information rate. An exam- 
ple of increased reliability. Hamming distance. Detection of errors. Correction of errors. Channel capaci- 
ty. Shannon’s fundamental theorem. PART II: ERROR-CORRECTING CODES. Chapter 5: Binary Linear 
Codes. Binary addition and multiplication. Codes described by equations. Binary linear codes. Parity 
check matrix. Hamming codes-perfect codes for single errors. The probability of undetected errors. 
Chapter 6: Groups and Standard Arrays. Commutative groups. Subgroups and cosets. Decoding by stan- 
dard arrays. Chapter 7: Linear Algebra. Fields and rings. The fields Z,. Linear spaces. Finite- 
dimensional spaces. Matrices. Operations on matrices. Orthogonal complement. Chapter 8: Linear 
codes. Generator matrix. Parity check matrix. Syndrome. Detection and correction of errors. Extended 
codes and other modifications. Simultaneous correction and detection of errors. Mac Williams identity. 
Chapter 9: Reed-Muller Codes: Weak Codes with Easy Decoding. Boolean functions. Boolean 
polynomials. Reed-Muller codes. Geometric interpretation: three-dimensional case. Geometric inter- 
pretation: general case. Decoding Reed-Muller codes. Chapter 10: Cyclic Codes. Generator polynomial. 
Encoding cyclic codes. Parity check polynomial. Decoding cyclic codes. Error-trapping decoding. Golay 
code: a perfect code for triple errors. Burst errors. Fire codes: high-rate codes for burst errors. Chapter 
11: Polynomials and Finite Fields. Zeros of polynomials. Algebraic extensions of a field. Galois fields. 
Primitive elements. The characteristic of a field. Minimal polynomial. Order. The structure of finite 
fields. Chupfer 12: BCH Codes: Strong Codes Correcting Multiple Errors. Hamming codes as cyclic 
codes. Double-error-correcting BCH codes. BCH codes. Reed-Solomon codes and derived burst-error- 
correcting codes. Generalized Reed-Muller codes. Goppa codes: asymptotically good codes. Chapter 13: 
Fast Decoding of BCH Codes. Error location and error evaluation. Euclidean algorithm. The decoding 
algorithm. Chapter 14: Convolutional Codes. Linear codes and convolutional codes. Generator 
polynomials and generator matrices. Maximum-likelihood decoding of convolutional codes. The Viterbi 
decoding algorithm. PART III: CRYPTOGRAPHY. Chapter 15: Cryptography. A noisy wiretap. Secret-key 
encryption. Public-key encryption. Encryption based on large prime numbers. Encryption based on 
knapsack problems. Data encryption standard. Appendixes. Galois fields. BCH codes and Reed-Muller 
codes. 
Jill P. Mesirov, ed., Very Large Scale Computation in the 21st Century (SIAM, 
Philadelphia, PA, 1991) 327 pages 
CHALLENGES IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES PHYSICS. Algorithms and Architectures for Grand Challenges in 
Physics (*D.J. Wallace). QCD on the Connection Machine (Rajan Gupta). Micromagnetic Simulations 
on the Connecfion Machine (R. Giles, G. Patterson, A. Bagneres, R. Kotiuga, F. Humphrey and M. 
Mansuripur). CHEMISTRY. Role of High Performance Computing in Environmental Modeling (*Gregory 
J. McRae). Quantum Chemistry by Random Walk (James B. Anderson). FLUID DYNAMICS. Turbulence, 
Fluid Mechanics, and Massively Parallel Machines (*J.A. Sethian). Smart Algorithms and Adaptive 
Methods for Compressible and Incompressible Flow: Optimization of the Computational Process (*J.T. 
Oden). ASTROPHYSICS. Extraterrestrial Computing: Exploring the Universe with a Supercomputer 
(*Larry L. Smarr). Astrophysical Connection Machine Applications Developed at the Observatoire de 
la Cote d’Azur (H. Scholl). BIOLOGY. Artificial Life and Very Large Scale Computing (*Charles E. 
Taylor). Molecular Biology: The New Frontier for Computafional Science (*Eric S. Lander). 
CHALLENGES IN ENGINEERING. Massively Parallel Computing for Integrated Circuit Design in the 1990s 
(*Albert0 Sangiovanni-Vincentelli). A Computational Procedure for Part Design (George Anagnostou, 
Einar Ronquist and *Anthony T. Patera). Connection Machine Implementation of Hidden Markov 
Models for Frequency Line Tracking (Jose L. Mufioz and Roy L. Streit). CHALLENGES IN ALGORITHM 
DEXGN. Parallel Combinatorial Computing (*Richard M. Karp). Parallel Triangulation and Shelling 
(Isabel Beichl and Francis Sullivan). Optimization and Large-Scale Computation (*Margaret H. Wright). 
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Massively Parallel Computations for Financial Planning Under Uncertainty (Stavros A. Zenios). 
CHALLENGES IN SYSTEM DESIGN. Databases and Database Systems in the 2Ist Century (*David K. Hsiao). 
General-Purpose Parallel Computing? (Anthony J.G. Hey). 
George J. Klir, Facets of Systems Science (Plenum Press, New York, 1991) 664 
pages 
PART I: SYSTEMS SCIENCE: A GUIDED TOUR. Chapter 1: What is Systems Science? Chapter 2: More about 
Systems. Chapter 3: SystemsMovement. Chapter 4: ConceptualFrameworks. Deductive approaches. In- 
ductive approaches. Epistemological hierarchy of systems. Chapter 5: Systems Methodology. General 
systems problem solver. Systems modeling. Methodological role of the computer. Chapter 6: Systems 
Metamethodology. Chapter 7: Systems Knowledge. Chapter 8: Complexity. Bremermann’s computa- 
tional limit. Computational complexity. Chapter 9: Simplification Strategies. Systems simplification: a 
general formulation. Special simplificiation strategies. Chapter 10: Goal-Oriented Systems. Adaptive 
systems. Special types of goal orientation. Chapter 11: Systems Science in Retrospect and Prospect. 
Criticism. Status and impact of systems science. The future of systems science. 
